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The foundation for the Entrepreneurial Studies degree comes from The Master’s University’s understanding of Christ’s Lordship 
over all (including the business marketplace) —in “him all things hold together” (Col. 1:17). That pervasive truth along with the 
Biblical exhortation to “do all things for the glory of God” (1 Cor 10:31), encourages believers to strive toward putting all areas 
of life under Christ and for Christ including their academic studies as well as every aspect of their future endeavors in the 
Business world. The BA in Entrepreneurial Studies recognizes these truths and offers to students a practical applied learning 
experience in which they can test a personalized business plan theory as well as pursue their unique interests and business launch 
aspirations. Under the guidance of an academic advisor, students choose a focused concentration in one of four key areas of 
business to form an individualized plan of study. This affords the student the opportunity to build a unique business plan catered 
to their desired business venture and the ability to have that business plan vetted with both academic advisors as well as business 
professionals in the market. This practical and applied style of learning uniquely positions the student to test and develop their 
craft within the educational environment while gaining much needed business process experience during their education.  
 
Program Learning Outcomes 
Upon completion of the degree program, students will be able to: 
1.  Identify, analyze, and defend in favor of or against a specific potential business launch in a local marketplace. Through 

market analysis, risk management and hedge options, financial analysis, and industry knowledge, the student will be able to 
assess a business opportunity and new-entry risk.   

2.  Develop a business plan and marketing plan with a multi-year cash flow analysis support and investment funding options. 
3.  Critically analyze and provide risk mitigation options, short term corrective action plans and human capital agility 

alternatives to improve business survival rate statistics while ultimately embracing the sovereignty of God and His 
providence (Proverbs 16:9) “the heart of man plans his way, but the Lord establishes his steps.” 

4.  Demonstrate, in a business management context, the ability to effectively communicate using both written and oral skills.  
5.  Demonstrate, in a business management context, the ability to work with others in task coordination and goal achievement 

using a team approach. 
 
Entrepreneurship Programs  
Core Studies  
The Entrepreneurial Studies major is composed of 13 major courses totaling 39 semester units. This program has been designed 
to help entrepreneurs develop effective innovation, leadership, and management skills in the business arena from a distinctly 
biblical perspective. The curriculum is organized to provide a greater understanding of the management field, the communication 
tools necessary to interact with diverse stakeholders, and the biblical guardrails for a Christian who initiates and grows 
commercial ventures. 
 

B.A. IN ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIES - CORE COURSES  
Courses are listed in the order in which they are intended to be taken. 
ENT200 Innovation and Entrepreneurship ........................3  
MGT335 Organizational Communications – Fund ............3   
MGT336 Organizational Communications – Adv ..............3   
MGT411 Organizational Management .................................3   
MGT409 Leadership Principles & Strategic Mgmt. ............3   
ECN210 Microeconomics ......................................................3   
MGT351 Human Resource Management.............................3   
 

 
BUS320 Business Law ............................................................3   
BUS330 Business Ethics ........................................................3   
MGT425 Strategic Marketing .................................................3   
MGT435 Financial & Managerial Accounting .....................3   
ENT310 Entrepreneurial Finance .........................................3   
MGT461 Capstone – Business Plan Presentation ...............3 
Total units required for major ................................... 39 
 

Course Substitutions 
ENT310 can be replaced with MGT440 
MGT310 can be replaced with MGT411 
 

MGT435 can be replaced with ACC210, ACC220 & ACC460 
MGT461 can be replaced with MGT368 (Capstone class) 
 



B.A. IN ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIES “Emphasis” COURSES  
Note: The sample emphasis course lists below can be modified with advisor oversight based on the business venture goals and knowledge requirements.  
. 
 
TECHNOLOGY EMPHASIS 
CS121P Introduction to Computer Programming....................3 
CS132S Data Structures & Algorithms.......................................3 
CS202H  Computer Hardware.......................................................3 
CS301A  Computer Organization & Architecture......................3 
CS312N  Networking Principles & Architecture.........................3 
CS321O  Operating Systems...........................................................3 
CS321P  Programming Languages & Systems............................3 
CS322E Software Engineering......................................................3 
CS342D Database Management Systems....................................3 
CS490I  Internship .......................................................................2 
CS492S  Senior Seminar................................................................3 
MA253 Discrete Mathematics . .................................................3 
Total emphasis courses......................................................22  
 
 
ENTERTAINMENT EMPHASIS 
CS121P Introduction to Computer Programming....................3 
CS132S Data Structures & Algorithms.......................................3 
CS202H  Computer Hardware.......................................................3 
CS301A  Computer Organization & Architecture......................3 
CS312N  Networking Principles & Architecture.........................3 
CS321O  Operating Systems...........................................................3 
CS321P  Programming Languages & Systems............................3 
CS322E Software Engineering......................................................3 
CS342D Database Management Systems....................................3 
CS490I  Internship .......................................................................2 
CS492S  Senior Seminar................................................................3 
MA253 Discrete Mathematics . .................................................3 
Total emphasis courses......................................................22 
 

 
FOR PROFIT “SMALL BUSINESS” EMPHASIS 
CS121P Introduction to Computer Programming....................3 
CS132S Data Structures & Algorithms.......................................3 
CS202H  Computer Hardware.......................................................3 
CS301A  Computer Organization & Architecture......................3 
CS312N  Networking Principles & Architecture.........................3 
CS321O  Operating Systems...........................................................3 
CS321P  Programming Languages & Systems............................3 
CS322E Software Engineering......................................................3 
CS342D Database Management Systems....................................3 
CS490I  Internship .......................................................................2 
CS492S  Senior Seminar................................................................3 
MA253 Discrete Mathematics . .................................................3 
Total emphasis courses......................................................22  
 
 
NOT FOR PROFIT EMPHASIS 
CS121P Introduction to Computer Programming....................3 
CS132S Data Structures & Algorithms.......................................3 
CS202H  Computer Hardware.......................................................3 
CS301A  Computer Organization & Architecture......................3 
CS312N  Networking Principles & Architecture.........................3 
CS321O  Operating Systems...........................................................3 
CS321P  Programming Languages & Systems............................3 
CS322E Software Engineering......................................................3 
CS342D Database Management Systems....................................3 
CS490I  Internship .......................................................................2 
CS492S  Senior Seminar................................................................3 
MA253 Discrete Mathematics . .................................................3 
Total emphasis courses......................................................22  

 
ENT200 Innovation and Entrepreneurship (3) 
This course is focused on ideation as the first step in the entrepreneurial process. Subsequent steps include validating a concept 
empirically and executing against that concept. The focus for this course is on generating business models, novel product ideas, 
and novel services that meet a verifiable market need. The subject of ideation is approached from the perspective of a Christ-
follower who is seeking to live out the gospel through the practice of initiating and growing commercial ventures. 
 
ENT300 Entrepreneurial Finance (3) 
This course introduces students to financial forecasting, revenue and expense models, cash flow management, along with the 
advantages/disadvantages of bootstrapping, debt financing, and equity-based financing from the perspective of the entrepreneur. 
Issues including private equity finance from seed stage through growth equity to recapitalization are covered along with deal 
structure, incentive design, risk-based valuation, and financial management in private, rapidly growing enterprises. 
Etc……………. 


